On w-bit processors which are much faster at multiplying two w-bit integers than at dividing 2w-bit integers by w-bit integers, reductions of large integers by moduli M smaller than 2 w−1 are often implemented suboptimally, leading applications to take excessive processing time.
INTRODUCTION
There are many applications of modular reductions, which are computations of residues x mod M ("x modulo M ") where x ∈ Z and M ∈ Z + . The positive integer M is called the modulus. The computation of x mod M is called the reduction of x by M . The residue x mod M is sometimes called the remainder (after division of x by M ).
Often, applications of modular reductions employ moduli which may be (much) larger than 2 w , where w ∈ Z + is the word size of a computer processor. Some applications though only employ moduli M ≤ 2 w−1 , which we call small moduli. Such applications include small modulus specializations of large integer reduction (GMP; see Appendix), modular exponentiation, and modular multiplication, for example, employed in residue arithmetic and in Garner's algorithm [Knuth 1998 ]. Implementations of such small-modulus specializations benefit from efficient reduction by small moduli.
Unsigned integer arithmetic sets and operations are presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we present an efficient small modulus reduction algorithm expressed in terms of these sets and operations. The algorithm-ModRed-can be employed to compute residues x mod M for M ∈ Z | 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 w−1 and x ∈ Z 2 lg M +w .
In Section 4 we show that ModRed can be embedded in a loop in order to reduce large integers. Some transformations are applied to the loop to obtain a more efficient algorithm-MultiRed-which can be employed to compute residues x mod M for M ∈ Z | 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 w−1 and x ∈ Z | 0 ≤ x. Algorithms ModRed and MultiRed contain low-word multiplications and high-word multiplications but no divisions except by powers of 2. This indicates that they can be relatively efficiently implemented on processors where divison of 2w-bit words by w-bit words is expensive relative to low-word and highword multiplications. On a side note, when M is a power of 2, x mod M can be even more efficiently computed by evaluating mod 2) using a single bitwise-and instruction. While the number and kind of operations of an algorithm may give an impression of its efficiency, many other factors affect real life performance. In Section 5, we therefore present performance measurements of ModRed and MultiRed implementations. The performance of these implementations is compared with the performance of a similar implementation from GMP (see appendix), whose method for reducing an unsigned double word by an unsigned word is based on an algorithm proposed in Granlund and Montgomery [1994] .
It is notoriously hard to specify mathematical algorithms like ModRed and MultiRed in an error-free manner. In order to obtain a high degree of certainty that ModRed and MultiRed are free of errors, we have created formal correctness proofs of the algorithms, checked by a mechanized proof assistant. This is discussed in Section 6.
Related and future work are discussed in Sections 7 and 8 while conclusions are presented in Section 9. The appendix supplies the Web addresses referred to in this article.
PRELIMINARIES
The algorithms proposed in Sections 3 and 4 are expressed in terms of the standard unsigned integer arithmetic sets and operations (on the level of abstract machine instructions) shown in the current section, which may be skimmed by readers familiar with these concepts.
In this text, Z + is defined as {i ∈ Z | 0 < i}. For each n ∈ Z, Z n is defined as
is defined as the unique integer q ∈ Z and x mod M is defined as the unique integer r ∈ Z M for which it holds:
are sometimes written like x/M . We will write mod as a left associative operator with the same precedence as the multiplication operator. For each x ∈ Z + , the binary logarithm of x rounded up to the nearest integer, lg x , is defined as the (unique) nonnegative integer i such that
For each x ∈ Z + , lg x is similarly defined as the (unique) nonnegative integer i such that 2 i ≤ x < 2 i+1 . For each word size w ∈ Z + , each x ∈ Z 2 w is called a w-bit word in unsigned w-bit integer arithmetic. Such a word x may be identified with a tuple of w bits: (
A w-bit processor provides instructions for direct manipulation of representations of such tuples. For x, y ∈ Z 2 w and i ∈ Z w , instructions for computation of (x + y) mod 2 w (addition), (x − y) mod 2 w (subtraction), xy mod 2 w (low-word multiplication),
x y 2 w (high-word multiplication), 2 i x mod 2 w (left shift), and x 2 i (right shift) are commonly provided. Each of these expressions usually takes just a single instruction, while some processors are able to compute (xy mod 2 w ,
x y 2 w ) with a single instruction. Conditional operations are also commonly provided, usually taking a comparison instruction and a conditional move or branch instruction. An additional unconditional branch instruction may also be involved.
The greatest integer that can be represented in unsigned w-bit integer arithmetic is 2 w − 1. Greater integers are said to overflow a word, and x 2 w is called the nonzero word overflow of such an integer x.
Tuples of words (
w k , also called large integers because they may be much larger than 2 w − 1. For example, each double word x ∈ Z 2 2w can be represented with a low word x mod 2 w and a high word x 2 w . Accessing the words of a multiword integer and composing multiword integers from words may require the use of load and store instructions.
A NEW ALGORITHM FOR SMALL MODULUS REDUCTION
In this section, we present a new algorithm which can be employed to compute residues x mod M for M ∈ Z | 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 w−1 and x ∈ Z 2 lg M +w . The algorithmModRed (Algorithm 1)-is defined on the level of an abstract machine using instructions introduced in Section 2. Some applications of ModRed are mentioned in Section 1.
The main idea behind the ModRed algorithm is to compute x mod M as ( The value of q is only 0 or 1 smaller than a mod M , x mod a mod M can be added modulo M to obtain x mod M , again using only w-bit integer arithmetic and without word overflows. If M would have been greater than 2 w−1 , word overflows would have had to be handled with additional operations. Additional operations are also needed if x mod M is approximated more directly, using Equation (65) of Section 7. That can be seen in the udiv qrnnd preinv1 macro of GMP.
By choosing b = 2 w , the low word of
is not needed for computation of q. When lg M < w − 1, then on processors with separate low-word and high-word multiplication instructions, this saves a low-word multiplication with respect to Barrett's algorithm [Barrett 1987 ], which is reviewed in Section 7. Furthermore, when b = 2 w , the high word of can on most processors be obtained without carrying out any operation after the multiplication because the high word is already present in a machine register after a high-word (or double-word) multiplication. This contrasts with the left shift,
right shift, and addition operations, which are usually employed to divide a double word by 2 lg M +1 on a w-bit processor when lg M < w − 1. These advantages of choosing b = 2 w are shared with the algorithm proposed in Section 8 of Granlund and Montgomery [1994] . The low values of M that ModRed applies to-M ∈ Z | 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 w−1 -give rise to an additional advantage relative to this algorithm, which applies to M ∈ Z | 1 ≤ M < 2 w : because ModRed does not apply to moduli M ∈ Z | 2 w−1 < M < 2 w , it needs fewer operations for taking care of word overflows.
Let
where
Then, splitting the integer to be reduced (x) in its high and low words as explained in Section 2, the correctness of algorithm ModRed is expressed by the following theorem. w component of C(M ) may be computed using, for example, the division of nonnegative integers algorithm or the high-precision reciprocal algorithm, both described in Knuth [1998] , or the udiv qrnnd implementation of GMP.
Computation of the components of C(M ) can be time consuming in comparison with evaluating an application of ModRed. It is therefore recommended to use ModRed only if ModRed(M , C(M ), x 2 w , x mod 2 w ) for a single value of M is to be computed for many values of x. A suitable minimum number of such values can be determined with performance measurements. When a compiler uses ModRed to generate better code for x mod M where M is known at compiletime, the minimum number may be equal to 1 as the compiler can precompute
The outcome of one ModRed application may be passed to the next application. This can be seen, for example, in the algorithm proposed in Section 4.
REDUCTION OF LARGE INTEGERS BY A SMALL MODULUS
In this section, it will be seen that algorithm ModRed can be placed in a loop to obtain a multiword reduction algorithm. We will demonstrate how that algorithm can be transformed to a more efficient multiword reduction algorithm, called MultiRed.
Rationale
Algorithm ModRed can be employed in a loop of k iterations in order to reduce an integer in Z 2 wk by a modulus M ∈ Z | 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 w−1 . This is illustrated by the reduction of a three-word integer x = x 2 2 w·2 + x 1 2 w + x 0 , where
. In the first loop iteration, the innermost ModRed application is evaluated, while, in the the last loop iteration, the outermost ModRed application is evaluated. Performance measurements of ModRed in a multiword reduction program (see Section 5) show it to be slower than or about as fast as the udiv qrnnd preinv1 macro of GMP. By applying some transformations to the ModRed loop, it is possible obtain a more efficient multiword reduction program.
Transformations
In the descriptions of the transformations, the loop iterations employed to reduce x ∈ Z 2 wn will be numbered n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 0. For each i ∈ Z n , x i will be defined as v, u) . By defining v i−1 as r i instead of r i , one conditional subtraction is saved per loop iteration (except for the last iteration) as was already suggested at the end of Section 3. Therefore, let's define r k as 0 and let's define v i as r i+1 .
After transforming the loop by replacing v i = r i+1 with v i = r i+1 , each loop iteration ends with two conditional subtractions. Also, each loop starts with a right shift of x i , which is preceded by loading x i from memory. The instruction level parallelism is increased by moving the two conditional subtractions at the end of iteration i to the beginning of the next iteration, i − 1. After this transformation, the conditional subtractions can in principle be computed in parallel with the right shift (and subsequent left shift).
Now h i depends on h i and s i , where h i depends on r i+1 , which depends on r i+1 , which depends on r i+1 . On the other hand, s i just depends on x i . Therefore, it is likely that s i will have been computed well before h i . The conditional subtraction from r i+1 is then replaced by a conditional subtraction from s i . After this transformation, the two dependency chains of the (new) components of h i have equal lengths, increasing instruction level parallelism.
In the second conditional subtraction of the resulting algorithm, there is a comparison between r and M . This can be optimized for some processors which take less time to evaluate r if r < c than if r ≥ c, especially for values of M 
and where for i = n − 1, n − 2, ..., 0, x i is defined as
and where r 0 , r 0 , r 0 ∈ Z 2 w are defined with
close to 2 lg M −1 + 1. The transformation is to replace M by c = 2 lg M . This does not cause overflows in the rest of the computation. So no extra corrections are needed.
After performing the four transformations, some extra equations have to be added after the loop to make up for the moved conditional subtractions. This results in the algorithm MultiRed (Algorithm 2) given below.
For expressing the correctness of the algorithm MultiRed, we need another auxiliary definition.
where M ∈ {M ∈ Z | 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 w−1 }. Using this definition we formulate the MultiRed correctness theorem: THEOREM 4.1 (CORRECTNESS OF MULTIRED).
Parallellization
It is possible to compute x ∈ Z 2 2kw mod M using the formula x mod M = ((
kw of x can be reduced (e.g., with MultiRed) in parallel, independently of each other. The value of 2 kw mod M can be determined with fewer than 2 lg k low-word multiplications, 2 lg k high-word multiplications, and 2 lg k reductions of integers in Z 2 lg M +w by M, for example, employing ModRed. When k is large, computation of 2 kw mod M therefore only takes a small fraction of the time to reduce the components of x. Reducing the components in parallel and combining the residues may then take only a bit more than half the (wall-clock) time taken to reduce the components after one another.
PERFORMANCE
The ModRed and MultiRed algorithms introduced in Sections 3 and 4 have been designed with efficiency in mind. To gain some insight in the algorithms' efficiency, we will compare run-times of implementations of the algorithms, each allowing for moduli up to 2 w−1 , with run-times of the mpn mod 1 function of GMP, which uses the udiv qrnnd preinv1 macro allowing for moduli between 2 w−1 and 2 w . A variation of mpn mod 1 is also measured. We benchmarked the reduction of a multiword integer by several moduli smaller than 2 w−1 . In particular we took the multiword integer
, where s denotes the processor speed in Hz, and where the pseudorandom number generator n → 16807n mod (2 31 −1) is attributed to Lewis et al. [1969] . We took moduli 2
Implementations of ModRed and MultiRed were compared with an implementation (denoted as mm1) directly based on the mpn mod 1 function from the GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library (GMP).
The mpn mod 1 function uses the udiv qrnnd preinv1 macro, which is based on an algorithm of Granlund and Montgomery [1994] . It can be employed to reduce integers in Z 2 2w by moduli M ∈ Z | 2 w−1 ≤ M < 2 w . The following equations reflect that part of the macro which computes r = (2 w v + u) mod M . Equations to determine does not really have to be computed.
We also compared MultiRed with a variation mm1 of the mm1 implementation.
We made this variation in order to view the effects of some transformations on mm1 that are analogous to the transformations on the ModRed loop to obtain MultiRed. Preliminary performance measurements indicated that MultiRed can be considerably more efficient than ModRed, leading to the expectation that mm1 is more efficient than mm1. The mm1 implementation is transformed to the mm1 implementation by moving the last three equations ((e), (f), and (g)) of the mm1 loop body to the front of the loop, and by putting some operations in front of the loop and after the loop to compensate for this. Note that mm1 and mm1 implement reduction of multiword integers by moduli smaller than 2 w−1 , rather than by moduli between 2 w−1 and 2 w . To be able to use the udiv qrnnd preinv1 macro, a double word is reduced by 2 w− lg M M rather than by M in each iteration of the mm1 an mm1 inner loops. The resulting residue in Z 2 w is reduced by M to obtain the final result. While this reduction may take a (costly) division operation, the number of loop iterations is rather large so the time spent by the division operation is rather small in comparison with the time spent by the loop iteration.
The benchmarks were carried out on two 64-bit processors: a 1.6-GHz AMD Turion 1 64 X2 ML-50 (AMD; see Appendix), and a 2-GHz IBM PowerPC 2 970FX (IBM; see Appendix). These days 64-bit processors are often employed in workstations and they are beginning to emerge in personal computers. Even to reduce a multiword integer by a 32-bit word, it is profitable to use a 64-bit ModRed implementation on a 64-bit processor, as the number of 64-bit ModRed iterations needed to reduce a 64n-bit multiword integer is equal to n, while the number of 32-bit ModRed iterations needed to reduce the same 64n-bit multiword integer is equal to 2n.
Each benchmark was compiled with a version of the GNU C compiler (GCC; see Appendix), using option -O3 for high optimization: gcc 4.1.2 with the Turion 64 X2 ML-50, and gcc 4.3.0 with the PowerPC 970FX. The benchmarks were carried out on quiet systems, with no other processor, memory, or disk intensive tasks at hand. The benchmarks were repeated in the course of several days and at different times of day. Table I lists (average) numbers of clock cycles spent by a single iteration of four implementations for reducing multiword integers by moduli smaller than 2 w−1 .
The performance measurement of MultiRed shows only a small improvement (1.06) for the PowerPC 970FX processor. In our opinion this is caused by internal scheduling and instruction level parallelism differences between the considered processors. It suggests that a different order of the calculations might give better performance on the PowerPC. After several experiments, we found a calculation sequence showing an improvement which is more alike the improvement found with the Turion. The calculation scheme does not only concern changing the order of the instructions. It also encompasses changes in the actual instructions employed and even in the number of instructions. For this reason it is justifiable to give the resulting variant of MultiRed a separate name-MultiRed (Algorithm 3)-and to specify and verify the algorithm separately. This variation of MultiRed is described in the next section.
A Variation of MultiRed
The lower performance of MultiRed on the PowerPC 970FX suggests that the first conditional subtraction of its loop may be a bottleneck on some processors. It is possible to apply a few transformations to the MultiRed loop in order to obtain an algorithm which runs more efficiently on some of those processors. Surprisingly, this involves the introduction of yet another conditional subtraction.
In each loop iteration, we determine f i = x i mod 2 lg M (e.g., with (x i −s i ) mod 2 w ). At the end of each loop iteration, we determine g i , which equals r i if f i < M , and (r i − M ) mod 2 w otherwise. Instead of r i , we pass g i to the next loop iteration (if any).
Finally, we replace the comparison d i+1 < M with d i+1 < c, which may lead to a subtraction being carried out less often on average when c = 2 lg M , like described at end the end of Section 3.
The correctness theorem of MultiRed much resembles the MultiRed correctness theorem, once more using the function C defined with Equation 32.
Algorithm 3. MultiRed
and where for i = n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 0, x i is defined as
In 
Evaluation of Performance Measurements
The benchmark results indicate that implementation of MultiRed and MultiRed can be profitable on processors of different kinds. It can also be seen that mm1 is not much faster than mm1. The PowerPC 970FX has no instructions to divide 128-bit integers by 64-bit integers. The Turion 64 X2 has a 128-bit by 64-bit unsigned integer division instruction but its instruction for multiplying two unsigned 64-bit integers to obtain a 128-bit result is much faster: the MultiRed implementation ran more than four times as fast as an implementation using the 128-bit integer by 64-bit integer division instruction. For these reasons, benchmarks using double-word by single-word divisions have not been listed in the table.
The PowerPC has no predicative instructions, which are (nonbranch) instructions that are only executed when a certain condition code is true. The conditional subtractions are implemented with conditional branch instructions. A misprediction of the branch target may incur a large performance penalty due to an instruction pipeline flush. The first condition in the MultiRed core is hard to predict. Some measurements showed that the condition is true 29% of the time and false 71% of the time. The first conditional subtraction of MultiRed may therefore negatively impact MultiRed performance on the PowerPC. In contrast, the first condition of MultiRed is true 9% of the time and false 91% of the time. The associated conditional branch is more predictable, which may explain some of the performance advantage of MultiRed on the PowerPC.
The Turion has a "conditional move" instruction, which can be viewed as a predicative move instruction. In the Turion code generated for the cores of both the MultiRed and the MultiRed algorithms, each conditional subtraction is represented with a move instruction, a subtraction, a comparison, and a conditional move instruction. While dependencies on the target register of each of these instructions may lead to pipeline bubbles, pipeline flushes need not occur. This may party explain the rather small number of cycles that the Turion needs to execute the cores of MultiRed as well as MultiRed .
Besides depending on the number and kind of operations of an algorithm, the execution time of an implementation of the algorithm depends on factors like instruction arities, number of registers, handling of constants, pipelining, the programming language, the compiler used, and compiler options. Because the efficiency aspects of these factors can hardly be formalized, benchmarks can be used to measure an implementation's execution time. Beware, though, that benchmark results depend on uncalculated factors. In order to determine the relative efficiency of ModRed, MultiRed, and MultiRed on processors of other kinds than the ones mentioned in this section, or using compilers other than the ones mentioned, the benchmarks should be carried out with those processors and compilers.
CORRECTNESS PROOFS
Writing an algorithm to conform to a given specification is an error-prone task. Some errors may be found by testing an implementation of the algorithm but typically some errors go unnoticed because they have only a very small chance of showing up in tests. Algorithms involving integer arithmetic are no exception; on the contrary, they may contain errors which show up in an extremely small fraction of all possible tests. Such errors can be avoided by formally proving the correctness of algorithms. It is possible to obtain a high degree of assurance that a "correctness proof " is not in error itself by constructing or checking it with a computer.
The Choice of Proof Assistant
Several computerized proof assistants are available, for example, Coq, PVS, and Isabelle. For a comparison, see Wiedijk [2003] .
We have chosen to use the Coq proof assistant (Coq; see Appendix) here because it produces explicit proof terms which can be checked independently with a relatively simple proof checker. This satisfies the de Bruijn criterion, named after the Dutch mathematician N. G. de Bruijn, who is considered to be the principal founder of machine verification of formalized proofs. He emphasized the following criterion [de Bruijn 1970] for reliable automated proof-checkers: their programs must be small, so small that a human can (easily) verify the code by hand. We feel that the trust which is required for mathematical algorithms like ModRed is best obtained by using a proof checker that satisfies this criterion. Of course this does not give 100% certainty of correctness since, to a certain degree, the correctness of the theorems proved with Coq depends on the correctness of the Coq implementation and of the correct operation of the computer which runs Coq.
The Overall Proof Methodology
The correctness of the ModRed, MultiRed, and MultiRed algorithms, defined in this text as Theorems 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1, has been formally verified with a computer (Rutten; see Appendix), using the Coq proof assistant (Coq).
Before giving the essential parts of the proofs in Section 6.3, we will first explain the methodology with which we maintained the correspondence between the proofs in this article and the Coq proofs. After that we will shortly discuss the overall structure of the proofs.
Guaranteeing the Connection Between Computerized Proof and Paper
Proof. A computerized proof has a very high degree of reliability. It may, however, occur that the properties proven do not fully correspond to the properties that have to be proven. When this happens, the proof is not wrong but it is the wrong proof. There are many syntactical differences between the Coq level and a general mathematical description. An error is easily made. Therefore we pay extra attention to guaranteeing the correspondence between the two levels. Below we explain an approach to avoid discrepancies between the Coq proof and the mathematical proof.
As an attempt to reduce the number of errors in the numbered definitions and theorems in this text, we automated the translation from Coq definitions and theorems to numbered definitions and theorems in this text. The translation was performed by a straightforward Python [Martelli 2006 ] script.
All numbered (and some unnumbered) definitions and theorems in this text correspond with definitions and theorems written in Gallina, the specification language of Coq. The definition of the ModRed algorithm is entirely included with Equations (2) to (13). Similarly, the entire definitions of MultiRed and MultiRed are included through equations.
In the correspondences, the set Z is identified with the Coq set Z, while sets Z n are identified with Coq sets Z n. To illustrate the correspondences, let us recall the ModRed correctness Theorem 3.1, expressed by Equation (15):
In Coq, this theorem looks like
Each expression exist (in Z (2^w)) z p represents a value z ∈ Z and a proof p of the fact that z is an element of Z 2 w . 6.2.2 Structure of the Proofs. The structure of the proofs closely corresponds to the structure of the algorithms. The goal of the first proof is to show that after the last step of the ModRed algorithm, the value of the result variable r is equal to x mod M , where x = 2 w v + u. For each step the proof introduces a lemma that captures an essential property of the variable defined at that step. For instance, for Equation (2) in the algorithm:
we create the lemma expressed by Equation (53) below. Using such lemmas, the ModRed correctness theorem is proved below in a bottom-up fashion. arithmetic definitions and lemmas. It would take about 3 days to make a proof of an entirely new variant on a few sheets of paper, and it would take about 6 days to convert such a proof to Coq.
During the proof process, no errors in the algorithms were found. The Coq proofs provide the best possible trust one can have in the correctness of these algorithms.
Many definitions and small lemmas that were needed for the proofs can also be used in other proofs concerning computer arithmetic. To facilitate that, we placed the proofs and the more general definitions and lemmas they rely on in separate files on the Coq site (Rutten). This may serve as the first step in creating a large computer arithmetic library for formal proofs. M . The algorithms passed in review above are for the reduction of certain double words, including products of two integers m, n ∈ Z M . That is because ∀x, y ∈ Z M : 0 ≤ xy < M 2 ≤ 2 lg M 2 w−1 < 2 lg M +w . Schrage's algorithm [Bratley et al. 1987 ] was designed to perform modular multiplications mn mod M , having inputs M and m, n ∈ Z M . It contains divisions rather than high-word multiplications. When high-word and double-word multiplication instructions are not available (and thus have to be emulated in software), Schrage's algorithm may evaluate modular multiplications more efficiently than with the previously mentioned modular reduction algorithms.
Some algorithms perform modular multiplications with very special moduli, for example, with M = 2 31 − 1 [Payne et al. 1969] . Such algorithms are much less generally applicable than general modular reduction algorithms but their implementations can be much more efficient.
FUTURE WORK
Further transformations may be of interest for investigation in the future. It may be possible to replace comparisons with M by comparisons with 2 lg M in more places. This may require additional corrections at other places in order to maintain correctness. These corrections might influence performance negatively. Different variants will have to be considered, correctness will have to be proven, and performance measurements will have to be done.
It is also possible to derive assembly code from the algorithms without using an intermediate language. By formalizing (parts of) the models of certain processors in Coq, one would be able to directly prove the correctness of the assembly code for those processors.
The proof scripts are currently expressed in terms of a single opaque definition of w ∈ Z + . It may be possible to use a Coq mechanism which keeps the scripts independent of any particular value of w but which also allows one to have different instantiations of w (like 32 and 64) in order to perform unsigned w-bit integer arithmetic computations in Coq.
Recently, ideas for a new reduction method have been communicated by Peter Montgomery on the GMP site. For many cases, these ideas seem to incorporate an improvement. It is less clear yet whether they will also be an improvement for reducing relatively small large integers with moduli that are different for each call. As future work, it seems worthwhile to define and implement an algorithm using these ideas as a starting point, to prove its correctness with a proof assistant, and to compare its performance with the performance of the algorithms proposed in this article.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an algorithm-ModRed-for reduction of integers in Z 2 lg M +w by a modulus M on w-bit processors, where w ∈ Z + and M ∈ Z | 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 w−1 . We have also proposed algorithms MultiRed and MultiRed -based on ModRed-for reduction of multiword integers by moduli M ∈ Z | 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 w−1 .
With measurements on processors which provide relatively slow divisions of double words by single words, we have shown that implementations of MultiRed can sometimes be over 30% more efficient than comparable implementations based on the algorithm proposed by Granlund and Montgomery [1994] for division and reduction of an unsigned double word by an unsigned word. That algorithm applies to larger moduli M ∈ Z | 2 w−1 ≤ M < 2 w as well, so with respect to the algorithm, ModRed trades some generality for some efficiency.
The formal correctness of the algorithms has been proved with the aid of the Coq proof assistant. This gives a very high degree of trust in the correctness of these algorithms that are expressed on the level of abstract machine instructions. 
